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In June of 1914, the fifty-five-year-old football patriarch of Yale University found himself at the
Palais de la Sorbonne attending the Sixth Olympic
Congress in Paris, France.1 While Walter Chauncey Camp, who had served as coach, administrator,
and as the undisputed eminence grise of Yale football
since the 1870s, was no doubt engaged by the International Olympic Committee’s (IOC) discussions on
amateurism and the recognition of national governing bodies for sport, his Olympic enthusiasm waned
in the weeks following the meeting amid growing
concerns about the volatile political situation in Europe.2 Archduke Franz Ferdinand, heir to the
Austro-Hungarian Empire, was assassinated just
five days after the close of the Olympic meeting
on 28 June 1914 and his death quickly plunged
Europe into war. Whether Camp was still on
French soil, or was shipboard sailing for home
when “the war to end all wars” actually began,
is not clear. However, like most thoughtful people in 1914, he understood that the Archduke’s
assassination could only mean a major war in
Europe would follow, and that it was highly
likely America would become involved. 3
Camp, who often wrote articles for magazines and newspapers in addition to his football activities and his “real job” at the New Haven Clock
Factory, publicly expressed his concerns about the
coming war for the first time in a New York American article in September of 1914. In it, he warned
that America needed to begin planning to aid its alCorrespondence to: Dr. Jan Todd, NEZ 5.700, Dept. of Kinesiology & Health Education, Stark Center, University of Texas at
Austin, 78712. Email: jan@starkcenter.org.
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lies by sending American troops overseas, and he
also urged the government to think seriously about
what would be required of the nation. He included
a poem he had written entitled “Americans Awake”
that specifically addressed the need to begin preparing men to be fit enough for the coming fight: “Train
a field force, rule the wave … Build the ships…train
to arms,” he wrote, America, the poem warned,
must “make your millions fighting strength.”4
Camp’s concerns about how to make American civilians into fighting men would occupy much
of the last decade of his life. However, most sport
historians and even Camp’s several biographers
have paid little attention to Camp’s involvement
with physical training or physical culture.5 Nearly
every undergraduate textbook in sport history recounts Camp’s role in the evolution of college football, especially his prominent role in defining the
rules of the college game.6 Almost no scholarly attention, however, has been paid to Camp’s work on
physical training, even by scholars of World War I.7
This essay attempts to fill this void by focusing on
Camp’s involvement with the Senior Service Corp
and the Daily Dozen exercise routine that grew from
this work. Camp’s contributions to fitness were significant. He created a system of exercises used by
civilians preparing for World War I; he led Navy
physical training during the war; and he encouraged
thousands of middle-aged and older adults to do
daily exercise through articles, books, and the new
technology of the Victrola after the war. While Camp
never wished to be known as a physical culturist and
spoke disparagingly of “ex-trainers of prizefighters
and wooly-headed physical culture ‘professors,’” he
was, nonetheless, a physical culturist, and thousands
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wife were in England when hostilities broke out and he saw firsthand how slow and difficult it was
for Britain to raise an army and
prepare for battle. Getting back to
New York in late August—after being delayed for weeks waiting for
passage on a boat brave enough
to cross the Atlantic—Menken
began talking with his well-connected friends about America’s
“condition of unpreparedness.”9
Menken found an ally in U.S. Representative Augustus P. Gardner
of Massachusetts, a close friend of
the fitness-minded former-president Theodore Roosevelt, who
had already given several speeches to Congress about the matter.10
Together, Menken and Gardner
decided to form an organization
to educate the public on the need
for wartime preparation.11 Menken invited the respected military
leader, General Leonard Wood,
to join them, and so, in December
1914, the National Security League
(NSL) was officially launched.12
The group’s initial mission was to
“promote patriotic education and
national sentiment and service
among the people of the United
States, and to promote recognition
of the fact that the obligation of
universal military service requires
universal military training.”13 Famous for fighting beside Roosevelt
in the Battle of San Juan Hill, GenFounded in 1914, The National Security League was a citizen-founded group created to help eral Wood’s engagement proved a
America prepare for World War I. At that time, America had no “standing army,” and this
significant factor in the League’s
group aimed to help prepare young men for what might be coming if America decided to join
its allies and fight the Germans. At the end of 1915, more than 30,000 Americans belonged to rapid growth in the months ahead.
As a medical doctor and a military
the League, which made physical fitness a central tenet of military preparedness.
leader his involvement helped the
of Americans who would never have thought to buy
League’s stature immensely.14
a fitness or muscle magazine followed his Daily DozBy the end of 1915, the NSL had 70 branchen exercise system.8
es and thirty thousand members across the United States. At the end of 1918, membership stood
Preparing for World War I
at eighty-five thousand.15 During its first year, the
Despite Camp’s article in the New York Amer- League primarily concentrated on raising public
ican, most Americans paid little attention to the po- awareness but, over the next several years, it orgalitical climate in Europe in the fall of 1914. Solomon nized camps and began running physical training
Stanwood Menken, however, like Camp, was simi- programs for boys and men who would later become
larly concerned since the New York lawyer and his soldiers. Using a quote from George Washington to
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market themselves, the League reminded Americans that the best way to ensure peace was to let it
be known that at all times “we are ready for war.”16
Because America had no standing army at this time,
the League played an important role in preparing at
least a few young men for the physical demands of
combat they would face once American fighting men
finally stood beside their allies on the battle lines in
Europe in October 1917.17
The Internal Defense League
According to historian Richard Borkowski,
after returning from Paris in the summer of 1914,
Camp began to distance himself from Yale’s athletic
department as it was becoming clear that the university planned to join the newly formed National Collegiate Athletic Association, which required
placing the athletics program (including Camp’s beloved football team) under the control of Yale’s faculty. Camp was not a supporter of the plan.18 And
so, following his article in the New York American
that fall, Camp resigned his official position with the
team and began to think more about what he might
personally do to help his country.19 As president of
the New Haven Clock Company, a large manufacturing firm along the coast of Connecticut, one of
his worries was the safety of the many mills and
factories located in New England, and the fact that
there were no military or police forces capable of defending these essential industries if America was attacked from the sea. When exactly Camp joined the
National Security League is not known. However,
he clearly sympathized with the group’s goals and
it is highly likely that the League’s civilian training
camps—where hundreds of young men were voluntarily doing physical training exercises to prepare
themselves for the military—inspired Camp to begin
thinking about what role he could play in preparing
for World War I.20 And so, in 1917, while the NSL
continued to focus on getting America’s young men
fit enough to be soldiers and sailors, Camp decided
that another group of Americans—middle-aged and
older men—should also begin physical training to
help defend the home front.21
Camp announced his new idea at the prestigious Yale Club where he had set up a special dinner for some of the most important men in New
Haven, Connecticut, his hometown. At the dinner,
Camp called upon his distinguished, middle-aged,
business and political guests to reject the idea that
they were too old to defend their homeland. He
told them he was starting an exercise program for
men above age 45 since he believed there was much
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these men could do if war came to America’s shores.
Camp invited them to join him in morning workouts
at the Yale Gymnasium for the next several months
and he encouraged them to invite other men. They
became members of what he initially called the “Internal Defense League,” a clear nod to the National
Security League.22
According to The New York Sun reporter who
interviewed Camp shortly after the new group began their workouts, Camp believed that men aged
from 45 to 60 should begin working on their physical fitness so they could “devote themselves to national service.” Camp viewed his New Haven cohort
as an experiment and believed—rightly as it turned
out—that once others saw what was possible, the
Internal Defense League (soon renamed The Senior
Service Corps) could spread across America, just as
the National Security League had done. Camp’s
physical training program, he argued, would mean

With cigarette in hand, Walter Camp stands in his Navy uniform
during World War I. Photograph by Bain News Service, undated. Courtesy of Library of Congress
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the United States not only had men ready to bear
arms and defend the country if it were invaded, but
that it would also have fit, vigorous leaders able to
make better decisions in wartime. His plan, he told
the reporter, was to train his first group of recruits
in New Haven for 60 days and at the end of that
time, he explained, they should be able to “guard
bridges, tunnels, railroads, docks, and factories and
be prepared for emergency duty of a more dangerous nature.”23
Walter Camp’s Physical Education
Born on 7 April 1859 in New Britain, Connecticut, Walter Camp was the only child of Leverett
and Ellen Camp.24 Leverett moved his small family
to New Haven when he became principal of a New
Haven school and he used his spare income to invest
in real estate. Although not wealthy, the Camp family was more than comfortable, and by the time Walter’s father died in 1905, they owned several properties in New Haven and a summer home at Martha’s
Vineyard in Massachusetts.25 They were also able
to send Walter to the renowned Hopkins Grammar
School, one of the country’s best preparatory schools,
where he was known as a good student and excellent
athlete.26 According to multiple biographies, Camp
played football and baseball in high school and also

worked out on his own to build up his slender body.27
The specifics of what he did in training, however, are
not clear. His friend and contemporary biographer,
Harford Powel, once asked Camp about his boyhood
exercise routine and reported that Camp “admitted
smilingly, that he was an under muscled, gawky boy.
He said he had planned a few body-building exercises for himself, but he did not describe them definitely.” Powel, however, went on to claim that while
Camp had been vague, he as his biographer, had a
“very clear picture” of how he trained. According
to Powel, “Walter Camp must have had his own private gymnasium in his parent’s home. He must have
bent forward and back and sideways, patient, half
a hundred times each morning. He must have risen
dozens of times a day on his toes, before the steellike tendons in his legs gave him superb power and
balance that marked his football running later on. He
must have inhaled regularly, before that thin chest
of his became deep. He took long runs on the roads
around New Haven.”28
Whether this description of Camp’s training experiences is at all accurate, is impossible to
say. However, Powel’s description of his early training has been repeated by Camp’s later biographers
who tell similar tales of Camp’s jogging through the
streets of New Haven in the evening and of him us-

In the summer of 1917, after America entered World War I, Walter Camp led an exercise class for a group of high ranking government officials
behind the Treasury Building in Washington, D.C. Among the group were Cabinet members, State Department staff members, and other middle-aged officials. They called themselves unofficially—“The Walter Scamps.” Courtesy of Library of Congress
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ing some sort of daily exercise regimen to gain agility, speed and endurance.29
Whatever he did, it worked. The gawky boy
was gone by the time Camp entered Yale University
in the fall of 1876.30 By then, Camp stood 5’10” tall
and was an “outstanding pitcher” who also played
shortstop and left field in baseball.31 He competed on
the track team where he ran the hurdles, reportedly
coming up with a more efficient technique for clearing the hurdles than seen before in the Ivy Leagues.
He rowed on the crew team, won swimming races
from “short distances to five miles,” was a “fine golfer,” and played tennis.32 However, football was his
favorite sport. He played half-back, punted, dropkicked, and served as team captain for three years.
He also became Yale’s representative to the fledgling Intercollegiate Football Association on which
he served in various capacities for the next several
decades.33 Although sport dominated his collegiate
experiences, Camp’s ability as a writer also became
apparent at Yale as he won both the Ivy Ode and
class poem competitions as an undergraduate. His
“big man on campus” status was certified in his senior year with his induction into the secretive and
highly prestigious Skull and Bones Society.34
Following graduation in 1880, Camp entered
Yale’s medical school but left after two years and
took a job selling watches in New York City. Liking the world of business better than surgery (he
reportedly could not deal with the sight of blood),
he soon moved to the New York branch of the New
Haven Clock Company. Camp stayed with the company and soon moved back to New Haven. He rose
through its management ranks and ultimately became president in 1903. He served in that post for 20
years and was then made chairman of the Board of
Directors.35
Training the National Security League
While Camp’s personal transformation no
doubt allowed him to understand, as Powel asserted, that “Physical development is not a gift. It comes
because a man has worked for it, somehow.” Camp
did not consider himself an authority on physical fitness when he began the Internal Defense League in
the spring of 1917.36 Although he had trained to be
a football player and later advised athletes on conditioning for the game, Camp turned to Dr. William
G. Anderson, head of the Yale Gymnasium, for advice on how to organize the workouts for this older
group. Surprisingly, although the archives at Yale
demonstrate that the two men worked together to
launch the League, Camp makes no mention of An-
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Dr. William G. Anderson of Yale worked with Walter Camp in developing the National Security League. Although he played a role in developing the earliest versions of The Daily Dozen, he is rarely given
appropriate credit for his contributions.

derson or his ideas on how to progressively bring
men into better condition in his later books.37 However, Anderson made significant contributions to the
evolution of the system as can be seen in his letter to
Camp on 30 March 1917. In it, Anderson outlined
the kinds of exercises he felt would be appropriate,
writing that he did not want the men “to become
sore muscularly,” yet it was “essential that we ‘setup’ the body by posture drills that will widen and
deepen the chest, strengthen the action of the heart
and lungs, and wash out the somewhat sluggish organs with fresh arterial blood, and in this manner
renew their youth.”38 Anderson then assured Camp
that this “can be done at the Gymnasium, and I will
supervise the work, and at times will give personal
instruction.”39 Anderson’s letter went on to discuss
the need to also include outdoor work and explained
that he concurred with Camp’s “views on walking
and the carrying of weights.”40
A surviving typed page (with a few additional handwritten notes) enclosed with that letter
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was titled, “A Preliminary and Tentative Schedule of
Bodily Exercises for Business Men over Forty Years
of Age.”41 Signed by Anderson, it listed ten essential
exercises and included several suggestions for Camp
to consider at the bottom:
1. A drill in the correct standing position with special attention [Ed note:
This originally said “weight” but that
was struck through and “attention”
hand-written in its place.] on the position of the head, neck, shoulders and
arms, chest, abdomen, hips, legs and
feet.
2. A series of movements for widening and deepening the thorax.
3. Movements for mildly [Ed note:
“mildly” hand-written in here.] stimulating the action of the heart.
4. Movements for increasing the capacity and endurance of the lungs.
5. Balancing exercises which have
their object the performing of work
with the least expenditure of effort.
Conservation of neuro-muscular energy.
6. A series of exercises for the abdominal muscles and for washing out the
vegetative machinery. (Liver, kidneys,
spleen, intestinal tract etc.)
7. A series of movements for the muscles of the back.
8. Exercises that give increased stimulation to the heart and lungs.
9. Slow leg work to normalize the action of the heart and lungs.
10. Breathing exercises.
The work is progressive in force, duration and extent of movement.
Can be safely taken by adults. Is attractive and will in an unexpected
manner renew a man’s youth.
Some of the training includes a few
simple marches which call for prompt
reaction to command and volition.42
On 9 April 1917, the first day of training for
Camp’s new recruits, 75 men showed up to work
out at the Yale Gymnasium. They began their exercises under the watchful eye of Dr. Anderson and
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then went outdoors for a march led by Camp himself. Later that day, in a letter to a politician in Washington, Camp reported that the first day’s workout
was a great success, and “all are very enthusiastic.”43
Throughout March and April in 1917, Camp worked
tirelessly to build the league and wrote dozens of
letters to governors, mayors, Congressmen, US Cabinet members, and even President Woodrow Wilson
telling them about the new group that he began to
call the Senior Service Corps.44 On 7 April 1917, for
example, Camp wrote to H. B. Moss, President of
the Sporting Writers Association apologizing for
not “being with you tonight but this Senior Service
Corps matter has grown so big that I cannot get
away.” He then told Moss that he had received letters from three Governors that morning, “approving,
and wishing to get the detail of the plan.”45 On that
same day, Camp wrote Mr. Rolph Duff, Secretary to
Governor Sleeper of Michigan that he was sending
details on how to start the organization in their state.
Camp claimed, “We should be able to get one hundred thousand men of this age in your state, which
would release just so many younger men from more
active service.”46 He wrote Cleveland H. Dodge on
7 April as well, making reference to earlier letters
he had written to Princeton officials “about matters
of preparedness,” and then congratulating the university on being “well to the fore, as always, in the
country’s service.”47
By May, Camp and Anderson were inviting
other physical educators to become members of an
advisory board for the Senior Service Corps. Anderson used his professional connections to sign up
Professor Frederick Marvel (Brown University), Dr.
Dudley Allen Sargent (Harvard University), Dr. Joseph Raycroft (Princeton University), Dr. James Huff
McCurdy (Springfield College), Dr. Thomas Storey
(City College of New York), and Dr. Paul Phillips
(Amherst College). This distinguished group, Anderson wrote to Camp, gave the Corps more academic
credibility with the public and, “a strong backing
among the college physical directors.”48
With the New Haven group off and running,
Camp turned his eyes toward Washington where he
hoped he could directly train America’s leaders and
make them role models for the nation. Again, letter
after letter went into the New Haven post addressed
to Cabinet members, legislators, and even the president himself. Assistant Secretary of Commerce E.F.
Sweet, for example, wrote back sympathetically to
Camp’s query regarding the Senior Service Corps
suggesting other men Camp should also write to in
this next phase of his quest.49 In a letter on 18 May
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One member of the 1917 Washington Senior Service Corps group was Franklin Delano Roosevelt, shown here as the second man from the
right in the first row. Roosevelt was the youngest member of the exercise squad at age 35 and, according to Camp, he was then a “beautifully
built young man, with the long muscles of the athlete.” In 1921, Roosevelt became paralyzed with polio, yet continued his political career and
served as our 32nd president. Courtesy of Library of Congress

1917 Camp told Sweet more about the New Haven
experiment explaining that he had been “having an
experimental test along scientific lines upon a corps
of 110 men here for four weeks, I know positively
what can be done.” Urging Sweet to share his letter
and some enclosed materials with the Secretary of
Commerce, Mr. Redfield, Camp asked them to begin
a training group. “I can assure you,” wrote Camp,
“that they will be of at least twenty-five per cent
greater efficiency, at an expenditure of only an hour a
day three days in the week, and the chances are that
they will last out the long strain that is coming.”50
On 17 May 1917 Representative John Q. Tilson of Connecticut addressed the U.S. House of Representatives and pled the case of the Senior Service
Corps.51 His lengthy speech praised Camp’s work
and urged his fellow politicians to become involved.
The most important of all our country’s resources,
Tilson explained, “is man power.” Young men were
“needed for the battle line,” while older men were
“just as necessary to provide money, food and material.” The problem, he explained, was that “too
little attention” was being paid to “conserving the
power of these older gentlemen.”52 What was needed was a new approach, he explained, one advocated by Walter Camp, the “great football authority.”53
Camp, according to Tilson, was perfect for the job
as he was “not only the father and one of the natural guardians of football, he is also a man of large
business affairs, with wide knowledge of business
men.”54 Tilson then told his fellow members about
the New Haven experiment, where Camp was “at-
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tempting to lengthen and strengthen the effective
years of mature men.”55 Looking at the men seated
around him, Tilson reminded them that the “most
valuable men behind the lines,” were 45 years of age
or older.56 They were men “upon whom the Government depends,” and they needed to be “made fit and
kept at the maximum of their efficiency.”57 Camp’s
program, Tilson explained, did not ask older adults
to train like the young, but to practice a “scientific
conservation of … energy” that would bring America’s leaders to the “highest point of efficiency” for
the coming emergency.”58
Tilson next told his fellow congressmen of the
one hundred men from 45 to 73 years of age—including former President William Howard Taft, university deans, company presidents, judges, and professors—who had participated successfully in Camp’s
Senior Service Corps. The men, according to Tilson,
became fitter, lost inches from their waists, increased
the girth of their chests, and attained better posture.59
Their rapid fitness conversion he explained, had also
gained the attention of Secretary of War, Newton
Baker, who had “given it his unqualified approval as
a means of putting in physical condition men past
the military age.”60 General Electric, Tilson continued, was also trying it. They had “applied for 100
books of instruction to start a squad there.”61
Tilson closed by reading a letter from Walter Camp himself. “Permit me to come to Washington,” wrote Camp, “and let me have as my football
squad for one hour of a prearranged day—from 8
to 9 o’clock a.m.—President Wilson, Secretary Lan-
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sing, Secretary McAdoo, Secretary Baker, Attorney the long muscles of the athlete.” This description reGeneral Gregory, Postmaster Burleson, Secretary ferred to future president (and later polio victim)
Daniels, Secretary Lane, Secretary Houston, Secre- Franklin Delano Roosevelt, then Assistant Secretary
tary Redfield, and Secretary Wilson. I promise not of the Navy.66 At age 35, Roosevelt was one of the
to ‘scrimmage’ them,” he continued, “but to take younger men in the group, but he trained alongside
them through the hour’s work. They will not make other notable figures: Attorney General, Thomas
‘touchdowns,’ but will shoulder again the burdens Gregory; Secretary of the Interior, Daniel Roper; Secof the state with renewed vigor. What they do they retary of Labor, William Wilson; Assistant Secretary
can ask any man of 45 and over to do. It is not as of Commerce, Edwin Sweet; Solicitor General, John
hazardous as testing a submarine or an aeroplane, Davis; Frank Polk from the State Department; Paul
but it might prove as great a gain for our country in Warburg from the Federal Reserve Board; and oththe long run.”62
er politicos. The group shared Tilson’s and Camp’s
Camp got his wish, and in the early summer belief that it was their patriotic duty to be physically
of 1917, as the fragrant scent of cherry blossoms drift- fit. Probably, none of them expected that they would
ed through the nation’s capital, one could hear the don a uniform and engage in battle, but, as Ameri“Father of American Football,” Walter Camp, bel- ca’s leaders, they believed that Camp’s call to fitness
lowing military-style
for older Americans
commands to a group
made sense; especialof exercisers. His
ly when he promised
trainees were not his
that their increased
boys of fall preparfitness would help
ing for another seathem withstand the
son of football, but,
tough decisions and
rather, some of the
increased pressures
most powerful men
they would face as
in America—Cabinet
they steered Amermembers, State Deica through World
partment staff, and
War I.67 On 24 June
other high ranking
1917 the New York
government officials,
Times Magazine gave
men of middle age
Camp’s Senior Serand beyond—who This stretching tiger image appeared on the cover of the first edition of Camp’s vice Corps an inDaily Dozen book, and then appeared inside most other editions. Camp claimed
gathered behind the (as Charles Atlas later did) that watching animals stretch had convinced him that credible boost by
Treasury
Building the body alone could provide enough resistance for physical perfection.
devoting an entire
four times a week to
page-and-a-half
to
63
train with Walter Camp. Although the Washington a lengthy article praising Camp’s work and urging
group unofficially called themselves “The Walter Americans from all walks of life to join in the new
Scamps,” the participation of these public figures in national fitness movement.68 The support of the New
Camp’s exercise routine, helped spread Camp’s sys- York Times, along with the publicity generated by the
tem and made adult exercise more acceptable in the high-ranking Washington politicos, stimulated dozeyes of many Americans.64
ens of other Senior Service Corps groups to emerge
The Washington workouts began with a se- in cities across the nation in the summer of 1917.69
ries of gentle warm-up exercises designed to loosen
Camp’s exercise prescription was, at this
muscles and joints no longer possessing the supple- time, a set of calisthenic exercises followed by rapid
ness of youth. Camp lined up his trainees for these marching. He codified the routine into twelve exerso-called “setting up” exercises, as if they were a cises; and, for ease of memorization, the movements
military squad and began the sessions with exercises were divided into four separate groups of three exerto expand the chest and improve posture. After tak- cises. Each individual exercise in a particular group
ing them through the warmup routine, the men did started with the same letter.70 The starting point for
more strenuous work, walking, running up hills, and each exercise had the exerciser standing in a “cross”
even carrying weighted bars to mimic the weight of a position with the “arms extended laterally and horirifle.65 One of the men in this inaugural group, Camp zontally,” with the palms facing down. Each exercise
later wrote, was a “beautifully built young man, with name was a command term given after the prepara-
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Camp’s Daily Dozen were calisthenic type exercises that carried unusual names. The first image depicts The Head exercise. This arm circle exercise (second image) was called The Grind. The third image shows a side stretch called The Crawl. The fourth image illustrates The Wave. The
fifth image shows a toe-touch called The Weave.The final image shows Camp’s exercise called The Wing.They all appear as illustrations in Camp’s
1925 book, The Daily Dozen.

Table 1. Walter Camp’s Daily Dozen from the November 1918 Outing Magazine
1) Hands – At the command of ‘hands’ the arms were brought down to the side from “cross” position. They should not be allowed
to slap against sides.
2) Hips – At this command, arms are dropped from “cross” and hands “placed on the hips with shoulders, elbows and thumbs
well back.
3) Head – Hands from “cross” to behind neck, index fingers just touching and elbows forced back. In this exercise and the proceeding, the commands, “head,” “hips,” “hands,” etc. are sometimes given in quick succession or varied on the chance of catching
the unwary napping.
4) Grind – Command is “cross” command and then “turn.” Palms are turned up with backs of hands down and arms back as far as
possible. Leader orders “grind” and counts from one to ten. Movement is a twelve inch circle with finger tips. A complete circle
is described at each count. On backward movement of circle, arms are forced back to limit. At command ‘reverse,’ same circles
are described in opposite direction. Ten circles are described in each direction.
5) Grate – Arms are raised from horizontal to an angle of forty-five degrees a deep breath being taken. Also heels are raised from
ground. Then arms are returned to horizontal, breath exhaled, and heels back to ground. Arms should be raised and lowered ten
times.
6) Grasp – Command is “cross” “grasp,” then “head.” Hands behind head. Leader counts one to four. Body is bent forward from
the waist as far as possible. Return to upright in same number of counts.Then at slow “one,” body is bent backward far as possible
and returned upright at “two.” Repeat entire movement five times.
7) Crawl – “Cross,” then “crawl.” Leader counts one to four while right palm is turned up and arm raised and left arm at sides; an
upright position. Then leader counts one to three and body is bent sidewise from waist, left hand slipping down below knee and
right hand over head and fingers touching left ear. At “four,” position of “cross” is resumed. Repeat entire movement five times.
8) Curl – Feet about twelve inches apart. As leader counts one to four, forearms drop from “cross’ and are bent down from elbows which are kept pressed back. At “three,” fists are curled into armpits; at “four,” head and shoulders have been forced back.
Then leader counts one to four again. At “one” arms are extended straight forward from shoulders, palms down. At “two” arms
fall and body bends forward at waist. By time “four” has been reached, trunk of body is horizontal and arms are well back and in
air. Then leader counts one to four as body is straightened to upright position with arms straight forward at ‘three.” At same time
a full breath is taken. “Cross” is resumed at “four.” Start over again, holding breath through the first part of movement. Repeat
entire movement five times.
9) Crouch – Heels twelve inches apart. Leader counts, one, two. At “one,” body is lowered nearly to heels, keeping trunk erect.
At “two,” upright again. Repeat movement ten times.
10) Wave – Arms straight above head, fingers interlaced. Leader counts one to four as complete circle about twenty-four inches
in diameter is described with hands, body bending only at waist. Same count for reverse. Five circles should be described in each
direction.
11) Weave – Body turns to right, the right arm swings up and left down, body being bent at waist so that the left hand touch ground
midway between feet. Position of cross is resumed then reverse is gone through, body turning to left. The entire movement is
repeated ten times.
12) Wing – Arms are extended straight upward from horizontal. Then arms fall forward and body bends forward from waist. The
arms pass the sides and are forced back. Leader has counted one to four. Same count is repeated as body is straightened upright
position, arms up and then to “cross.” Very slow counting in this exercise. All air is forced from lungs as body bends forward. Lungs
are filled to capacity as body is straightened. Entire movement is repeated five times.
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ioned setting-up drill prescribed in
tory command of “cross” that brought the exerciser
regulations. He said that when the
back to the starting posture.71 In a 1918 article for
Outing magazine, Camp described the exercises as
men followed it faithfully, they were
outlined in Table 1 on the previous page.72
tired out, and left without the zest or
At some point in late 1917 or early 1918, Camp
energy for their other duties. Also, it
published this set of exercises, which he had begun
was easy for the man who wasn’t conto call “The Daily Dozen,” in a small pamphlet under
scientious to go through the motions
the auspices of the National Security League. It is not
without doing any real work. The ofexactly clear just how, or if, the Senior Service Corps
ficer asked me if I could suggest some
was absorbed into the National Security League at
better kind of drill.76
this time but there is clear evidence of multiple ediAccording to Camp, he examined numerous
tions of Camp’s booklet, for in a report by the NSL it
stated that “over 2,500 copies of Walter Camp’s Man- training systems and methods including those of
ual of Physical Exercises have been distributed” to experts like Doctor Dudley Sargent at Harvard who
their members in 1918.73
had written that “more than one-half of the male popWhile Camp was in Washington and mak- ulation between the ages of eighteen and forty-five
ing exercise converts out of his aging politicians, the years are unable to meet the health requirements of
Navy also began to look to him for advice on train- military service.”77 These stunning statistics, Camp
ing their recruits. When America entered the war in wrote, had “opened our eyes.” He felt that there
April 1917, the Navy consisted of only fifty-six thou- needed to be a far “broader comprehension of what
sand men. In less than 18 months, there were more physical condition and physical education really
than four hundred thousand men on active duty.74 mean.”78 Also cited as inspiration by Camp was a visIn order to preit he made to a napare the sailors
val training stafor their new dution where he saw
ties, the Navy had
men living closely
to quickly stantogether in squaldardize physical
id conditions who
training, which
were unable to
became a serious
resist such diseasproblem since the
es as meningitis,
new recruits posmeasles and scarsessed radically
let fever.
“The
different levels of
camp
surgeons
fitness.75
were keenly on
C a m p
the alert to preclaimed in his
vent the spread of
1925 book, The Walter Camp’s Daily Dozen exercise routine found popularity with the general public such diseases,” he
with the rise of the home phonograph. Camp’s advertisements were found in publicaexplained, “but
Daily Dozen, that tions such as the New York Times and Collier’s Magazine as well as local newspapers.
his work with the
their efforts were
Navy began following a letter of request from an un- largely negative,” because the camp’s daily “setnamed officer:
ting-up drill” left the sailors tired and physically vulnerable.79 Camp did not turn to “weight training” to
At the beginning of the war, when
build the resistance the men needed, however. Camp
such a heavy percentage of our young
had little regard for barbells and dumbbells and the
men were found unfit for military serlarge leg and arm muscles they created. Sandow and
vice, the government was faced with
his ilk might be “built like giants,” he wrote, but they
the stupendous problem of training
were “rotten inside” and lacked the “suppleness,
the millions of men who were found
chest expansion, resistive force, and endurance” that
sufficiently accepted. A letter came
a military life required.80
to me from the commandant of one
The full story of Camp’s involvement with
of the great naval training stations.
the training of men who served in the Navy and
He was disgusted with the old-fashother branches of the military during World War I
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is beyond the scope of this paper.81 However, that
his work with the Navy further established him as a
physical culture expert in the eyes of the public cannot be disputed.82

trolas, as they were commonly called, “created new
markets for musical recordings and allowed a few
physical culture entrepreneurs to experiment with a
new way to deliver exercise.”88 Wallace M. Rogerson, a Chicago-based physical culturist who specialA Reluctant Physical Culture Entrepreneur
ized in weight loss for women, copyrighted the first
Camp’s foray into commercial physical cul- physical fitness records in 1920.89 Wallace’s first set of
ture began in 1919 with the publication of a small exercise records were pressed by the Columbia Phobook titled Keeping Fit All the Way: How to Obtain and nograph Company and sold via mail order. Camp’s
Maintain Health, Strength and Efficiency.83 The book record set, marketed by the Health Builders Compawas similar to manuals distributed by the Nation- ny in New York, appeared almost immediately after
al Security League earlier, and like those, provided Rogerson’s and sold by both mail order and in stores.
instructions for group leaders. The following year, The five records consisted of rousing band marches
1920, he released The Handbook of Health and How to over which Camp shouted exercise commands.90
Keep It, a book that included two Daily Dozen rouCamp’s Daily Dozen records were marketed
tines—the first a copy of what the Navy men used for the next several years, and although sales figures
during the war and a second aimed at older
cannot be located, the Health Builder Compacivilians.84 He then published several
ny obviously found the Camp records
articles in Colliers magazine that
to be lucrative, as they began selling
were combined into a small
their own portable record playbooklet sold by the Reynolds
er called the “Camp-Fone”
Publishing Company titled
in April 1923. 91 Weighing
The Daily Dozen for Men and
only 15 pounds, the small
Women.85 The soft cover
Victrola sold for $25. An
of the book contained an
ad for the new machine
illustration of a stretching
claimed, “The Camp-Fone
tiger and the admonition,
appeals both to the Wal“Take a Tip from the Tiger
ter-Camp ‘fans,’ and to all
and Stay Young.” 86 Camp
outdoor camp enthusiasts,
claimed in the book that it
as well.”92 In 1921, the first
was watching his dog rise
year the records were reand stretch in front of his fireleased, Health Builders paid
place as well as thinking about
a 20-cent royalty to Camp on
the vitality of circus and zoo anithe sale of 4,182 record sets, earnmals that had inspired the Daily Dozing him $836.40. That figure is hardly insignificant when
en. He told his readers
record label is from one of the five records in the set sold by
that animals do not lift This
one considers that the
the Health Builder Company in 1921. Records one through three
weights but they do twist had two exercises on each side as this one illustrates. The last two average American man
and stretch, and in doing records had routines involving three different exercises. Camp ad- earned just over $3200
those activities, “the lion vised that if the normal 78 rpm speed was too fast then one could annually in 1920.93 Foland tiger and dog keep simply slow it down using your record player’s speed regulator until lowing the release of the
proficiency was gained.
fitter than you do.”87
records, a revised edition
In 1921, a new technology allowed exercisers of the Daily Dozen book appeared, although this time,
not just to read about the Daily Dozen—but to exer- Health Builders held the copyright. In 1922, Health
cise “with Camp” through the release of a five-record Builders renewed the copyright suggesting that the
set of instructional recordings to be used in the priva- book remained popular, requiring new editions.94
cy of their homes. According to music historian Tim
Camp published his final book on physical
Gracyk, between 1916 and 1920 most record players culture, also called The Daily Dozen in 1925. It apsold in large wooden cabinets making them expen- peared just after his unexpected death of a heart atsive and cumbersome. In the early 1920s, however, tack that same year, and so Camp’s friend and biogseveral companies began marketing smaller, more rapher, Harford Powel completed the final editing. In
portable “talking machines” that became increasing- an Editor’s Note, inside the greatly expanded, hardly fashionable. The arrival of these less expensive Vic- cover edition, Powel tried to distance Camp from
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other physical culturists, and from the idea that he
might have made money from his exercise system.
The Daily Dozen, Powel claimed, was “not developed
as a money-making idea.” Camp put out the Daily
Dozen, Powel argued, “as his personal contribution
to winning the war.” He had turned to publishing
after the war only because of the incredible growth of
his ideas and the fact that people “from small towns
and big cities” were imploring Camp to come and
visit them in order to “demonstrate the amazing new
system which was easy to do, and which was accomplishing so much for its devotees.”95
Powel’s attempt to distance Camp from physical culture entrepreneurs like Macfadden and Sandow reveals more than it convinces. While it does not
appear that Camp ever took out any kind of patent
or copyright on the idea of the Daily Dozen itself and
Colliers, in 1920, wrote that Camp’s system “has never been commercialized,” the truth is that Camp did
receive money from magazine articles, books and
even record sales related to the Daily Dozen, and he,
or Powel on his behalf, copyrighted the 1925 edition
of The Daily Dozen.96
While Camp’s exercise methods and his desired type of fitness were quantifiably different than
those espoused by either Sandow or Macfadden, it
was Camp’s upper-class upbringing, Yale University training, government connections, and most importantly, the fact he published his ideas in “mainstream” magazines like Colliers, that made him stand
alone in early-twentieth-century physical culture as
an unstigmatized expert.
One measure of how the public viewed his
physical culture advocacy can be seen the various
obituaries in which the Daily Dozen and his advocacy of fitness and exercise were discussed as among
his most important contributions to American life.
As the Bridgeport (Connecticut) Telegram put it:
As a successful business man Mr.
Camp was well known in his own
community but not so well known
outside. As a football mentor, and the
author of one of the classics on football, he was known to all followers
of that greatest of college sports. But
perhaps his greatest bid to national
fame came when, toward the close of
a well-rounded life, he set the whole
nation [to] daily bending and bowing,
kneeling and rising to the schedule of
the ‘daily dozen. . . .The preaching of
the gospel of fitness will long be asso-
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ciated with the name of Walter Camp.
The schedule which he originally invented as a substitute for regular exercise in the war days has come to be
adopted in hundreds of thousands
of American homes. If we are to believe the insurance companies, he has
surely been the means of bringing a
higher degree of personal fitness and
good health to countless people, and
perhaps has been the means of prolonging many lives as well. Surely
a useful service, and entitling him to
nation’s grateful remembrance as he
passes into the beyond.97
Clearly, he was recognized as one of the most significant physical culture experts of the early twentieth
century.
While this essay has attempted to provide the
proverbial big picture of how Camp’s Daily Dozen
emerged as a favored form of exercise during World
War I, and to examine Camp’s endeavors in rousing
Americans of all ages to pursue greater fitness in the
years after the war, the authors fully acknowledge
that only part of this tale is told here. Further work is
warranted on nearly all the topics referenced in this
essay—the Senior Service Corps, Camp’s Navy work,
his physical culture articles and books, and even
Camp’s own feelings about the field of physical culture and his involvement in it. Future scholars will,
hopefully, more fully unpack Camp’s physical culture legacy and explore, for example, the impact his
antithetical views on weight training may have had
on coaches and the greater world of sport. Camp’s
reliance on animals as models for fitness and sources
of inspiration also bears further investigation in light
of Charles Atlas’s citing his visits to the zoo to watch
the tigers and lions as the inspiration for his training course—which appeared after Camp’s first Daily
Dozen books.98 Finally, it would also be interesting
to track the hundreds of uses of the term Daily Dozen
since Camp’s time—particularly in the fitness industry where it has been used again and again by those
selling books and training courses. York Barbell most
notably appropriated it in 1958 for the title of their
new training guide—Bob Hoffman’s Daily Dozen.99
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